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Southern Contracting Company’s 13th Annual

Safety Stand Down

For
the
13th
Year,
Southern
Contracting Company (SCC) hosted
its annual Safety Stand Down event.
SCC has a long-standing relationship
with safety and is committed to
prevent workplace incidents. Over 100
employees participated in the Safety
Stand Down, and received training in
many different fields including Welding
Safety, Defensive Driving, and Back Injury
Awareness.
Every year, SCC converts its San Marcos Facility into a giant classroom with
equipment, training sections, and vendor booths. Lockout tagout, thermoweld, welding, rigging, defensive driving/
vehicle inspection, emergency protocol,
accident/injury reporting, heat stress/
illness, CPR/first aid, and heavy lifting/
back injury awareness were all training
courses offered at the event.
Some of the industry’s leading experts helped teach the training courses,
including expert vendors, union training
SCC Continues on Page 8
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SCC Continued from Page 6

centers and insurance companies/brokers. Air
Gas, Ideal Industries, Inc., CHP, Hubbell, Burndy, Pacific Rigging, Apex Tool Group, Zurich
Insurance, and Save-A-Life Educators were
some of the trainers that delivered important
information and critical awareness tips.
Among the courses, NFPA 70E changes
had a special guest trainer from NECA
National in Washington D.C., Wesley Wheeler.
Wheeler helped train SCC’s electricians
on some of the important changes
regarding safety-related work practices and
maintenance requirements for reducing
shocks, electrocutions, arc flashes and blasts.
His information proved to be very educational
and many employees walked away from the
class with a great deal of knowledge.
SCC began hosting this annual Safety
Stand Down in 2003, with the hopes of uniting
their employees with the shared goal of safe
work processes and awareness. They wanted
the event to encompass a full range of safety
issues that every employee faces each and
every day on the job and at home.

8
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Southern prides itself in its proactive approach to achieving zero accidents, and
the Safety Stand Down, along with training
throughout the year, has proven to be effective. SCC is continually adding to their safety
program to keep their employees up-to-date
with safe practices, workplace issues and
identifying unsafe conditions. Jobsites are
continuously inspected, weekly tailgate safety meetings and daily, weekly, and monthly training programs all help contribute to its
safety program and vision.
One of the things that make this event so
successful is that it is also fun! Vendor’s set-up
booths to provide education on the most current materials, supplies and equipment available. Hands-on demonstrations allow the employees to interact with their products safely,
furthering its focus on keeping a protected atmosphere in the workplace. Employees with
outstanding safety achievements are recognized and some are presented with awards for
the number of incident-free years of service.
SCC and its vendors, suppliers and insurance
companies generously donated prizes for a
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drawing. One Source Distributors provided an
amazing lunch and delicious ice cream truck.
The event’s major contributors were Walter’s Wholesale and One Source Distributors.
Since 1963, SCC has provided expertise
and outstanding customer service specializing in electrical construction and general
engineering. In 1976, SCC was invited to participate in a new concept called Design and
Build. They were awarded a Camp Pendleton-based project for 800 living units without
using outsourcing or subcontractors.
By the 1980’s, SCC was a booming company, with an exemplary record for customer satisfaction. As the Navy began retrofitting electrical infrastructure at military bases
across the southwest, Southern capitalized on
it and was awarded projects at nearly every
military base in San Diego.
SCC is also well known for their proficiency
in Design and Build of wastewater treatment
plants and pump stations. Southern has been
awarded numerous projects based on their
electrical design, scheduling, overall pricing,
past performances and commitment to safety.
Specializing in utility construction, Design

760.466.7790

Build projects, developer services, electrical
construction, emergency infrastructure services and street lighting installations and conversions, Southern has distinguished itself in
the San Diego construction industry.
SCC has received several prestigious
awards from the National Electrical Contractors Association (NECA) for their broad
approach to occupational safety. Southern
Contracting Company’s pledge to safety is
an ongoing and rapidly changing challenge
that has them constantly seeking new information and gaining new skills to provide a
safe place for every employee and customer.
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PRIME CONTRACTOR:
Johnson and Jennings General Contracting

APRIL 2015

Interfaith Community Services
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VA hospital, and a 13-bed homeless non-veterans recuperating from hospital stays. The
center will also help veterans and their families prepare to re-enter the work force by assisting them with resumes. The first floor street
entry level will house a 12-bed transitional
Care Housing Center, an education and conference room, 3 private consultation rooms,
and 13 open office spaces, geared to offer
counseling and economic development.
The total renovation cost will cost about
$3.2 Million and so far, Interfaith has raised
$2.2 million, about $1M to go in order for the
project to be complete. The project is expected to be completed September 30, 2015 as
long as they receive the needed donations.

JUNE 2015

MAJOR CONTRIBUTORS:
Tom & Dorothy Hawthorne
Issa Family Foundation
David C. Copley Foundation
Bank of America
Servant Leadership Institute
County of San Diego
City of Escondido
M2 Demolition
HomeAid San Diego

Only $1Million to go! Want to help?
Contact Interfaith’s Executive Director,
Greg Anglea, at 760-489-6380,
ganglea@interfaithservices.org

Look what the cat dragged in!

NORTH COUNTY VETERAN &
FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER
After only breaking ground on February 11,
2015, North County Veteran and Family Resource Center is well underway at 50% completion.
In April 2015, CNV featured this project and
the remarkable donation from Tom and Dorothy Hawthorne that allowed Interfaith Community Services to purchase the building and
property on North Ash Street. Extensive renovation on the 10,000 sq.ft. building has been
moving forward thanks to numerous donations from the North County community, but
donations are still needed.
The new Resource Center will help assist
homeless veterans and their families including
a 20-bed Recuperative Care Program to assist
homeless veterans being discharged from the

MAJOR SUBCONTRACTORS:
M2 Demolition
Valley Crest Landscaping
Panoramic Construction (Concrete & Masonry)
Davis Framing
Sylvester Roofing
Brady Company (Doors)
CG Glazing
MSC Drywall
Howard’s Rug
ICS Mechanical
Ickler Electric

$2.2Million Raised!

info@contractor-news.com

Late model CAT 345DL & 336DL
to add to our large excavator fleet!

OVER 200 MACHINES FOR RENT AND SALE!
Call Gary Hawthorne Today! 760.644.6493
SALES & RENTALS • DELIVERY AVAILABLE • OPEN SATURDAYS

LOCATED AT 156 W. MISSION • ESCONDIDO • CA • 92025 • (760) 743-6700
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HISTORIC
HEARST CASTLE

Hearst Castle, now a National and California
State Historical Landmark was a design and construction marvel of its time in the early 1900’s and
remains beloved by people all over the world! William Randolph Hearst, newspaper mogul along
with Architect/Civil Engineer Julia Morgan partnered for 28 years to bring the Mediterranean
Style Castle to the top of a hill overlooking San
Simeon Harbor on the Pacific Ocean on the central California Coast.
As a child, Hearst camped with both his mother and father in the very area where Hearst Castle stands today. After making his fortune in the
publishing business in San Francisco, he wanted to
return to his favorite hill. In 1919 he commissioned
Julia Morgan to design and construct what started out to be a bungalow but eventually grew into
the massive project it is today.
Julia Morgan, born in San Francisco in 1872,
was a trail blazer for women when she became
the first female to graduate from CAL Berkeley in
1894 with a degree in civil engineering and again
broke the glass ceiling in 1897 when she became
the first woman to be admitted to a prestigious
school of architecture in Paris, France. Not an
easy accomplishment at that time. Her career
spanned five decades with over 700 projects to her credit. She and Hearst worked on the castle till
1947 when Hearst’s health started to decline.
With 56 bedrooms, 61 bathrooms, 19 sitting rooms, 127 acres of gardens, indoor and outdoor swimming pools, tennis courts, a movie theater, an airfield, and the world's largest private zoo, it made it a
marvel of its time. The European design is evident throughout the entire project. Artifacts and antiques are displayed
throughout the entire property. It became a destination for
movie stars, dignitaries and lavish parties for the rich and
famous throughout the first
half of the 20th Century.
The shear location of the
Castle created access challenges for construction to
start. So Julia Morgan cleared
a road to the top of the hill…
five miles long. She designed
and constructed the 3 guest houses and finally the castle itself. Morgan
devised a gravity-based water delivery system that transports water from
artesian wells on the slopes of Pine Mountain, a 3,500-foot high peak 7
miles east of Hearst Castle, to a reservoir on Rocky Butte, a 2,000-foot
knoll less than a mile southeast from Hearst Castle.
After experiencing the 1906 earthquake in San Francisco, Morgan insisted on using cement construction for the castle instead of wood which
would make it seismically sound. Electricity technology was new at the
12
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time the castle was built but Hearst insisted it be included in the design. Bare light bulbs can still be seen
throughout the structure.
The San Diego connection is interesting because The Panama-California Exposition of 1915 in San
Diego held the closest approaches in California to the look Hearst desired. He decided to substitute a
stucco exterior in place of masonry in keeping with California traditions.
The castle is currently undergoing some renovations and the 85 year old roof is being replaced for
the first time. Scaffolding could be seen throughout the grounds and construction tools could be heard
on the tour we took. A visit to Hearst Castle is like a step back in time…you can just image the movie stars, dancing out near the balcony overlooking the Neptune Pool or sitting down to dinner in the
massive dining hall with Hearst at the head of the table. The views are breathtaking. You won’t be disappointed! For tour reservations and more information on Hearst Castle, visit http://hearstcastle.org/.
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P.S. It’s the law.
CONSTRUCTION LAW BY PAM SCHOLEFIELD

10815 Rancho Bernardo Road Ste 105• SAN DIEGO, CA 92127 • TEL: 858.613.0888

BONDS, BONDS
EVERYWHERE!

Contractors, subcontractors and suppliers
may have heard the names of various bonds,
but perhaps they are not fully familiar with the
actual purpose of bonds that are typically
used the construction industry.
In general, a bond is an agreement that the
bond company will pay money or do something based on the happening of an event or
condition that would trigger the bond company’s obligations under the bond. There are
probably more types of bonds related to the
construction industry than you would think, so
in this article, we’ll discuss the three most common types.

14

Payment and Performance Bonds:
These bonds are usually both referred to
when talking about either one. The payment
bond ensures that materials and labor provided to the project are paid for, and this type
of bond can expire after a stated time after
performance of the last work on the project.
A performance bond benefits an owner and is put in place to guarantee that the
contractor will meet its contractual obligations. Any uncured default by the contractor
is covered including failure by the contractor
to timely perform its work, abandonment, and
not complying with plans and spec. If a bond
company steps in under these conditions
then it can elect to fund completion with the
original contractor or complete the project
with a replacement contractor. Either way,
the bond company would get paid any reCONTRACTOR NEWS

maining contract funds, and, if the remaining
funds are not sufficient, then the bond company would have to cover the added cost to
complete the project. The bond company’s
obligations under a performance bond generally continue through the warranty period in
the contract.
Payment and performance bonds are
required by law for the prime contractor for
most California public works projects and federal projects for the full anticipated cost of the
project. Some prime contractors will also ask
that their larger subcontractors carry similar
bonds that would protect the prime contractor.
Savvy private project owners would be
wise to require some sort of payment and performance bonds, even if, in order to save on
the cost, bonds are provided for less than the
entire cost of the work.
Bid Bonds:
These are another type of bond typically
seen with public projects, but not so much
for private projects. Bid bonds would be required by the prime contractors bidding a
project and they are designed to protect the
project owner against a bidder pulling its bid
after the bids are open. If a bidder pulls its
bid (and is not excused) the bond would pay
out to cover extra costs incurred by the owner
due to the bid being pulled. Extras costs could
include an increased price by a different contractor or rebidding the project. Regardless of
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the costs incurred, the bond company is obligated to pay out only the lesser of the face
value of the bond or the extra costs incurred
by the owner.
Release Bonds:
Release bonds are used to negate the effect of certain types of claims asserted against
the project or project funds by a contractor,
subcontractor or supplier who hasn’t been
paid. Private projects are subject to mechanics’ liens being recorded against the project if
a contractor, subcontractor or supplier is not
paid for its labor, materials or equipment used
to improve the property. Having a mechanic’s
lien recorded against the property interferes
with the owner’s attempts to subsequently refinance or sell the property because any loan
would be inferior to the mechanic’s lien, and
a sale of the property would not extinguish
the mechanic’s lien, which means the buyer
would still have to deal with the lien. The negative impact of the lien on the property can
be eliminated by someone purchasing and
recording a mechanic’s lien release bond.
Here’s how it would work: if a subcontractor
properly records a mechanic’s lien, and is
then able to prove its claim, then instead of
the subcontractor’s claim being secured by
the property through the mechanic’s lien, the
claim is secured by the release bond and the
release bond company would have to pay
the claim.
In California, for both public and private
projects, stop payment notices can be served
on the owners by subcontractors and suppliers who have not been paid for their work. If,
on a private project, there is a lender, then
the prime contractor, subcontractors and
suppliers can all serve stop payment notices
on the lender if they are not getting paid for
their work. If all the procedural requirements
are met, then the owner or lender would be
obligated to hold back funds to cover the value of a stop payment notice claim. In order
to avoid stopping the flow of the money from
either the owner to the prime contractor, or
from the lender to the owner, a stop payment
notice release bond can be obtained. In such
760.466.7790

SCHOLEFIELD Continues on Page 16
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contract for cause. All costs and expenses
cases, the money can flow again and, if the incurred by Contractor as a result of such a
claimant proves its claim, then the stop pay- termination shall be paid by Subcontractor in
accordance with the termination for cause
ment notice claim will be paid by the bond.
To make things more complicated, a stop article of the Subcontract.
payment notice can itself be bonded, but
The issue here is that the Subcontractor
that’s a subject best left for another discussion
often does not know it is required to have a
related to securing payment rights.
bond at the time the Subcontractor provides
This brings us to the Bad Contract Term of a proposal to the Contractor, thus the Subthe Month, and it relates to bonds. Often sub- contract Price does not include the cost of
the bond. Also, if the Subcontractor has not
contracts have a simple term that states:
ever obtained this type of bonding before it
Contactor may require Subcontractor to may not qualify, or, even if it does qualify, it
provide a performance or payment bond, or may not be able to get a bond issued in the
both, at any time during the course of con- 10-day timeframe provided. Thus, the parties
struction. Such bonds shall name Contractor need to work this out. If a bond is not needas obligee, be in the full amount of the Sub- ed, then the Subcontract should be clarified
contract Price, and shall be in a form and to say so.
General Disclaimer
by a surety acceptable to Contractor. The
The information in this article is based upon California law and is for general
premiums for such bonds are included in the information only. Any information or analysis presented here is intended solely to inform
Subcontract Price. In the event Subcontrac- and educate the reader on general issues. Nothing presented or referenced to, regarding
documents or applicable laws, constitutes legal advice. Before acting or relying
tor fails to provide any required bonds with- facts,
on any information, including any information presented here, consult with a qualified
in 10 days of Contractor’s written notification attorney for your specific situation.
Scholefield holds an active PE license in Colorado, an undergraduate engineering
to do so, Contractor may terminate this SubSCHOLEFIELD Continued from Page 15

degree from the University of Florida, and received her JD from the University of San Diego.
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NEWS

A section of interesting construction
related news from around the country

PORSCHE DESIGN TOWER HOSPITAL CONSTRUCTION
MAN COMES DOWN
CONDOS ALLOW CAR TO RESUMES AFTER
FROM A 9-STORY CRANE
STANDOFF FOR A BURRITO PARK IN LIVING ROOM
DISCOVERY OF HUMAN
After spending 14 hours atop a 9-sto- A new 60-story luxury condo building REMAINS
ry crane at a construction site in San
Jose, California, a homeless man finally came down for a burrito. The
39-year-old man climbed the crane
to draw attention to the struggles he
has been facing as a homeless person.
The construction site is an affordable
living apartment complex. He saw
the american flag at the top and decided to climb. He said he was tired,
cold and hungry, when a police officer
promised him a burrito before being
taken in to custody. He ate the burrito
on some scaffolding nearby before being arrested for trespassing.

760.466.7790

is currently in production in Sunny
Isles Beach, Florida. What makes this
building unique is the complex car elevator system that will allow residents
to pull in to the garage, have their vehicle recognized by a RFID chip, and
a large elevator will take the car (and
passengers) up to their condo, and
place the car inside. The elevator also
uses a turntable that moves the vehicle into position for the parking spot.
Along the way, sensors and scanners
closely monitor the operation. The elevator will also move at high speeds to
maximize the residents experience.
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Nearly a year after human remains
were found, construction resumes on
a hospital project in Florida. An archaeological firm discovered graves
dating from the late 1890’s to the
1950’s. The buriel site is believed to
be of a destitute elderly and disabled
housing space. Many records don’t
exist for that area, and the hospital
aggreed to provide a space for reburiel. The site is a few yards away from
a cemetery that has missing headstones and are unidentified. The hospital wishes to return them to a new
site that can be maintained.
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NORTH COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL GRADS RECEIVE
2015 ABC APPRENTICESHIP SCHOLARSHIPS
Article and pictures provided by ABC San Diego
Three outstanding North County Class of
2015 graduates already have a head start
on careers in the construction industry just
days after earning their high school diploma,
thanks to scholarships awarded by the Associated Builders and Contractors San Diego Apprenticeship Training Trust.
A panel of construction
professionals and educators
selected
Miguel Camacho
from
Escondido
High School, and
Romeo Ramos and
Angel Samora from
North County Trade
Tech High School
as this year’s recipients. The panel included Sherry
Yarbrough, executive director of the ABC San
Diego Apprenticeship Training Trust academy; Jennifer Mouritzen, human resources director with Pacific Rim Mechanical; and Tom
Skibinski with Rowan Electric, who is also an
ABC apprenticeship instructor.
Camacho said the opportunity to graduate from the Apprenticeship Training Academy program with a career and no college
debt was very important to him. “First, there is
not a guarantee of a job even if you graduate from college. Then you’re in debt. I’m positive about the future.” Camacho’s ambitious
plans also include using his skills and earnings
to buy his first home and purchase additional
properties to refurbish in the future.
Scholarship recipients become apprentices, which means the student is a full-time employee with benefits. Camacho is employed
by Countywide Mechanical. Romeo Ramos
and Angel Samora will both be electrical
18
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apprentices. Romeo Ramos is currently employed by Prime Electrical. Angel Samora will
begin his employment this summer. Scholarship recipients work a 30-day pre-apprenticeship period which begins immediately after
their high school graduation. Upon completion, all three officially become apprentices
and begin their formal education on the job
and in the classroom.
Apprentices combine on-the-job training working under the supervision of a skilled
craftsperson with formal education through
ABC’s Apprenticeship Training Trust program,
where students learn the technical side and
the theory of their craft. All tuition costs are
covered. As part
of the scholarship,
students who are
selected also receive a basic set
of tools for their
trade, work boots,
all technical manuals,
codebooks
and classroom textbooks throughout
the apprenticeship
at no cost, a value
of several thousand
dollars.
The new apprentices will begin their education at the ABC Apprenticeship Training
Academy in August.
Applications will soon be available for
the 2016 ABC Apprenticeship Scholarship
Program. It is open to any high school senior
currently enrolled in a construction class or
training program in San Diego County. For
more information about the ABC San Diego
Apprenticeship Training Trust Scholarship Program, visit http://www.abcsd.org

JUNE 2015
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THE VALUE OF
APPRENTICESHIP
A Brief History of Apprenticeship
The system of apprenticeship first developed in
the later Middle Ages and came to be supervised
by craft guilds and town governments. A master
craftsman was entitled to employ young people
as an inexpensive form of labor in exchange for
providing formal training in the craft. Most apprentices were males, but female apprentices
were found in a number of crafts associated with
embroidery, silk-weaving etc. Apprentices were
young (usually about fourteen to twenty-one
years of age), married and would live in the master craftsman's household. Most apprentices aspired to becoming master craftsmen themselves
on completion of their contract (usually a term
of seven years), but some would spend time as
a journeyman and a significant proportion would
never acquire their own workshop.

20

Apprenticeship defined
Apprenticeship is a system of learning while
earning, and "learning by doing." It combines
training on the job with related and supplemental instruction at school. Today, it is utilized chiefly
in the skilled crafts. Each program operates under apprenticeship training standards agreed to
by labor and/or management in accordance
with State and Federal laws, under which a person works with a skilled worker and gains on the
job skills and "know-how" and in turn becomes an
important part of the occupation and industry. In
those crafts in which management and labor organizations exist, each selects an equal number
of members to serve on the joint apprenticeship
committee. The joint apprenticeship committee
determines the standards for training of its occupation and supervises the training of apprentices.
In many cases the local apprenticeship committees have guidelines in the form of national
and/or statewide standards recommended by
the advisory organizations. But these are minimums and the local groups usually have complete autonomy in developing and administering
their own programs.
CONTRACTOR NEWS

Why employ apprentices?
America’s workforce is aging. As the baby
boomers begin to retire, they will take with them
a lifetime of skills and expertise, leaving potential gaps in the labor force and a demand for
younger, skilled workers. Meanwhile, to compete
in a global economy, employers need employees
with increasingly specialized skills, and these employees are hard to find and keep.
A growing shortage of skilled workers, coupled
with increased demand, means that industry and
the trades will need to work hard to attract and
retain qualified candidates. Registered apprenticeships, where employees train under the direction of seasoned journey workers, are one good
way that businesses can prepare for the shifting
demographics of the workforce.
In contrast to previous generations, today’s
workers are accustomed to holding many jobs with
many companies, and are comfortable jumping
from one employer to the next in search of higher wages, better benefits and more opportunities.
Apprenticeships foster loyalty, provide a pathway
to family wage jobs and provide employers with a
significant return on investment.
What can an apprentice do for your company?
The skilled workforce is aging and keeping
skilled employees can be challenging. You get
the opportunity to take individuals with raw talent
and train them to your needs. You save money on
recruitment. The apprentices that make it through
a program have a commitment to their work and
a loyalty to their educator/employer that ensures
your company a large, diverse, flexible workforce
of skilled workers.
Benefits:
• Eliminates need for expensive recruitment programs; people are already trained.
• Creates a diversified and flexible workforce
and a larger pool of employees with specific
skills.
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Reduces cost of high labor
turnover; employees show
high morale and loyalty when
in a training program that offers upward mobility through
career development.
Increases productivity; employees in a structured training program are motivated
to achieve.
Apprenticeship is not just a
job—it’s a career opportunity
There are more than 850 apprenticeable occupations in
the United States and over
200 apprenticeable occupations active in California.

Cal State Compliance &
Consulting (CSCC) has the experience that most other Labor
Compliance Administrators do
not have. CSCC’s Labor Compliance Officer (LCO has over
40 years of construction related
experience which most notably
included over 12 years of direct
full time Public Works/Prevailing
Wage enforcement experience,
over 15 years part time as an apprentice and journeyperson instructor, 10 or more years of part
time and full time experience as
a DSA and AWS Certified Welding Inspector, a Union Official for
more than 10 years, a journeyman building trades-worker and
a graduate apprentice.
The CSCC LCO has many
years of experience of Labor
Compliance Enforcement experience on Public Works projects
throughout the State of California. CSCC offers its services
to any contractor or awarding
body and is approved by the
Division of Industrial Relations to
provide 3rd Party Labor Compliance Consulting Services. (DIR
LCP ID#2007-00566)
Contact John F. Young at:
calstatecompliance@cox.net
760.466.7790
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TRAIN EMPLOYEES TO
AVOID INADVERTENT
CYBER-SECURITY BREACHES
By: Glenn M. Gelman & Associates

1940 East 17th Street Santa Ana, CA 92705 Phone: (714) 667-2600 ext. 267
Email: mkarver@gmgcpa.com Website: http://gmgcpa.com
How much do you know
about cybersecurity? Small
business owners often lack the
resources to enact a strong defense against cybercrimes and
take for granted that their IT
systems are relatively safe.
To better understand some
of the common ways employees can unwittingly become a
conduit for hackers, take the
following quiz. This quiz was
adapted from a resource offered as a public service by
AFCEA, a not-for-profit association of data security professionals.
True or False
1. Mobile applications downloaded from major brand online stores are generally safe.
False: These stores may try to
vet mobile applications for malicious behavior, but there’s no
guarantee they’re safe. Some
online stores may not assess
the legitimacy of an app at all,
or not adequately.

22

2. The address or URL you see
in the link is always the actual
website to which you’re being
directed.
False: Masking the real website address in links is a common way cybercriminals use to
fool unsuspecting victims into
visiting malicious websites. To
CONTRACTOR NEWS

see where a link actually leads,
let your mouse hover over the
link without clicking on it.
3. What you or your employees do on social media could
have a negative impact on
you or your organization.
True: Identity thieves, robbers
and other criminals are adept
at piecing together data bits
from various social media sites,
and using the information to
plan online and physical attacks.
4. Your vendors maintain
strict cybersecurity procedures.
Possibly false: In other words,
don’t count on it. When choosing vendors, ask how they protect their networks and train
employees, and what kind of
background checks they perform. Some of the large com-

JUNE 2015

panies that have been recently hacked were infiltrated after
thieves first broke into the databases of their vendors.
5. Most links to “phishing”
websites are now sent through
social media instead of through
spam emails.
True: Social media is now the
preferred phishing hole. Let’s
say your employee, while on a
company computer, visits a social media site and clicks a link
that appears real, but which
actually connects to a phishing website. That action may
open a door that allows malicious software to be downloaded onto your computer,
or which may be used to steal
the employee’s username and
password. This in turn can enable criminals to break into
your system.
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Powerful Motivation
All it takes is for one employee to click on the
wrong link and your business could be in jeopardy. After a thief hacks into your system, the rewards can be great, so there’s a powerful motivation to keep trying. To guard against security
issues and minimize risk, here are some tips to
share with your staff.
Realize that a familiar logo may be a copy
used to create a facade of credibility. Phishers
can easily cut and paste graphics from legitimate websites to make the email appear genuine.
Watch carefully for erroneous messages, for
example, an email containing a fake purchase
confirmation. The message directs the user to
click a link “for more information.” Such links
and attachments may allow thieves to gain
access to your passwords or install malware on
your computer.
Know that personal details about you in an
email don’t necessarily indicate the sender is legitimate. Determined cybercrooks are patient.
They gather information about you and use it
to create the illusion of familiarity and win your
trust.
Determine whether the sender’s address and
name matches that of the alleged sender. A
common tactic is to take an email address and
slightly misspell the name or add extra letters.
An unwary eye might not notice this variation.
Phishers often use threats or warnings to make
you respond quickly without taking a moment
to consider the legitimacy of the email. A common scam is to tell the recipient an account will
be locked for nonpayment unless immediate
action is taken.
Notice the mechanics of the message. Internet crooks aren’t known for their ability to spell
or use grammar properly. They generally don’t
employ proofreaders. Here’s an example from
an actual scam message, which ended with
this call to action: “please clicking on reply.”
Cyber Tips for Road Trips
Employees who travel for work need to be on
high alert for hacking attempts. This is especially
true if they travel to a foreign country that might
have a high priority on looking for commercially
sensitive data.
Don’t expect any protection from hackers —
including the government of the country you
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are visiting. In some countries, you can assume
there’s a good chance your digital communications will be monitored.
If you think there may be a high degree of
risk, take only essential digital devices. Otherwise, back up all sensitive data, then delete it
off the devices you’ll be traveling with. Use full
device encryption for sensitive data, set up
strong passwords and make sure all of your applications are up-to-date. Also, you can register
for the U.S. Department of State’s “Smart Traveler Enrollment Program” to receive travel alerts
regarding your destinations.
Safe but not Secure
Never assume your digital equipment is secure just because it’s locked in a hotel room
safe. Safes can be opened by certain hotel employees if they’re determined to steal data from
you.
Public computers in business centers, Internet
cafés and kiosks are anything but secure, and
shouldn’t be used for any sensitive business or
personal communications.
When you get home, be sure that your antivirus software is current and run a full system scan.
It might also be wise to change all your passwords and throw away any removable media
you bought or used on the trip.
Assume the Worst
When it comes to the security of your company’s databases, you can’t be too careful. In the
interest of safety, you need to assume mistakes
will be made. That’s why it’s critical to go over
computer security issues with your staff regularly, alerting them to new scams and providing
tips for avoiding them.

About Glenn M. Gelman
& Associates
Glenn M. Gelman & Associates CPAs and Business Advisors was established in 1983. The firm serves hundreds of
business and individual clients throughout Southern California. We are committed to providing superior audit, accounting,
tax, and business advisory services in a manner that is timely,
professional and personal. As a local firm, with national and international resources, Glenn M. Gelman & Associates attracts
talented and experienced staff members who provide clients
with service that exceeds expectations. For more information,
email: mkarver@gmgcpa.com or visit http://gmgcpa.com
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It’s Summer...
Tips on Avoiding Heat Illness
Everyone knows about the risks of Ultraviolet rays and skin cancer, but few know about
severe heat illness brought on by external factors besides direct sun exposure.
It’s crucial for employers to have a strong
Heat Illness Prevention Program (HIPP) to help
avoid common risk factors and keep employees safe. It’s important to note that heat illness
can be fatal, and it’s critical that supervisors
are trained to identify key factors that can
contribute to heat illness.
Air temperature, relative humidity, radiant
heat from the sun and other sources, conductive heat sources such as the ground, air
movement, workload severity and duration,

protective clothing and personal protective
equipment worn by employees can increase
the risk of heat illnes. The body has a natural
response to sweat when hot, which allows
the body to cool when it comes in contact
with cooler air like a breeze. Protective clothing, personal protective equipment, humidity and lack of air movement can block the
process, causing the employee to become
more prone to heat illness. Even in mild temperatures, protective clothing such as hazmat
suits significantly interfere with the body’s ability to disipate heat. There are certain water
and shade requirements, but extra measures
should be taken when in these conditions.
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Weather plays a critical role in prevention
of heat illness. A study conducted by Cal/
OSHA confirmed that in 2006, 84% of confirmed heat illness occured during a July heat
wave. Stay on top of severe hot weather, and
if possible, plan jobs that can be done indoors
around these times.
Water must be provided at all times, regardless of outdoor temperature and be free
of charge to the employee. In high heat and
strenous work, the body can lose up to a quart
of fluid an hour just by sweating. Continious replacement of fluids allows the body to maintain the lide-preserving cooling benefits of
perspiration. Water must be fresh, pure, cool
and placed as close as possible to workers to
encourage employees to drink water often.
When temperatures exceed 80 degrees,
shade structures are required, and if none are
available, they must be erected. Shade can
be either artificial or natural. Buildings, canopies, lean-tos, or other partially open structures are acceptable. Trees are acceptable
as long as they are sufficiently dense to block
direct sunlight and branches are high enough
to allow employees to lean or sit beneath
them. Metal sheds or other other out buildings
are not accepted unless there is adequate
ventilation like in open air shade.
Identifying signs of heat illness is emparative to keep it from becoming severe and
even fatal. Employees should be monitored
by supervisors or fellow workers for early signs
such as: nausea, headache, dizziness, fainting, disorientation and loss of consciousness.
Failure to provide medical treatment can result in serious or fatal injury.
Employers are responsible for training empoyees on this regulation and it is required
before any work involving risk of heat illness.
Training is suggested at the start of hot months
rather than in cold months without refreshers. Daily “Tailgate meetings” are especially
influtential as they can relate to work to be
performed and exact weather conditions expected.
For more information on heat illness, visit:
http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/HeatIllnessInfo.
html
760.466.7790
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Facilitator Tom Brown of
Sierra Pacific West
The 2-hour event offered tours of the SDG&E Energy Innovation Center before lunch provided by WCC. Kirkpatrick Promotions helped us provide water bottles for the students - a
high endorsement by the venue organizers at the Energy Innovation Center. We, also, gave
out beautiful engraved cubes in our appreciations to the teachers, speakers, and volunteers. Risa Baron, Community Relations Manager for SDG&E stopped by to inform us we
have received a grant of $2,500 from SDG&E; she took some photos for their social media
platforms, and congratulated us on our event.

Written By: Sandy Caples and Linda Jewitt
On May 21, 2015, WCC hosted an event at
the SDGE Energy Innovation Center in San Diego titled…Connecting Associations & Uniting
Women through Apprenticeship. Guest speaker, Kelly Jenkins-Pultz, Regional Director for the
Women’s Bureau of the Department of Labor
spoke on the topic Women in Apprenticeships
and Women in Non-traditional Careers. She included some great stats and information.
The event attendance was about 100 people that
included students, teachers, speakers, members of the
WCC board, our JMS volunteers, WCC members, association members and other attendees from our industry.
The Julia Morgan Society (JMS) clubs are led by WCC
Volunteers and are currently active at Santana High
School, Patrick Henry HS, San Diego HS and Hoover HS.
At the event on May 21st, high school students heard
from the various apprenticeship programs throughout San Diego and learned about the opportunities apprenticeship programs can bring them.

Mike Caples asked the students a telling question at the end of the panel discussions that
included ASA, NECA, AGC, ABC, CFMA, PHCC, and WCC: “Did this panel discussion have
any impact on you?” I think we were a little surprised at the enthusiastic raising of many
hands by the 60-odd students in attendance. WCC had a very successful event with the
thought and effort of each of our panelists – thank you so much!
Association’s Panelists
Associated General Contractors SD- Rae Marie Blaha-Jonas
Plumbing Heating and Cooling Contractors-Danielle Dorsey
National Electrical Contractors Association-Karen Prescott-Loeffler
Construction Financial Management Association-Mandy Irvine
Women’s Construction Coalition-Sandy Caples
Associated Subcontractor’s Alliance-Sharon Jones
Apprenticeship Panelists
Associated General Contractors-Charles Henckels
Plumbing Heating and Cooling Contractors-Danielle Dorsey
IBEW San Diego Electrical Training Center-Patrick Knighton
Associated Builders and Contractors-Tracey Barrett
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